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Thank you for choosing Feller electric fan!

Please preserve the manual after reading it.

Any change in the appearance and color of the product shall be subject to 
the real object.
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PART I. SAFETY INSTRUCTION

1. Non-specialized personnel or unauthorized repair personnel should not  
repair or modify the machine.

2. It is forbidden to operate with wet hands to avoid electric shock.

3. Any power cord, which suffers from aging and knotting and its damaged 
plug should stop its use immediately, and must be repaired by Feller 
professionals or equally qualified personnel.

4. No cleaning, maintenance or movement of the unit is allowed if it is not 
switched off.

5. If the unit is not in use for a long time, unplug the power cord.

6. To prevent accidental injury or damage to the unit, please do not 
insert any foreign matter into the air inlet and outlet, because the unit 
incorporates a high-speed wind rotor,

7. It is prohibited to use this unit in environments with flammable and 
explosive gases and direct sunlight for a long period shall be avoided.

8. Do not place this unit in an inclined or other uneven place to prevent the 
unit from falling and causing damage to the unit or internal parts.

9. This machine is suitable for indoor use instead of outdoor use.

10. This machine has a safety switch. If the honeycomb filter support has 
not been installed well, the unit will not work as usual; when the machine 
is working, do not remove the honeycomb filter frame.

11. At any time the water level in the tank shall not exceed "MAX" 
(maximum) scale, and during humidification, the total water level in the 
tank shall be controlled, and shall not be below "MIN" (minimum) scale.

12. After the water tank is filled with water, do not tilt or collide with the 
unit when placing or moving it. To move the unit body, please drive it 
slowly from the side to prevent water overflow.

13. In using the unit, prohibit overturning to avoid any accident. If the unit 
topples over accidentally, and it contains water, unplug the power cord 
immediately and take it to Feller repair store.

14. Do not place items on the unit, and covering the outlet is strictly 
prohibited.
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PART II. WORKING PRINCIPLE

15. When washing the unit appearance, apply a damp cloth (or add a little 
cleaning agent) to wipe, and never use corrosive cleaning agent or solvent 
for cleaning. Never rinse the unit with water.

16. Do not have the air inlet and outlet of the unit close to walls, curtains 
and other objects, or they may block the airflow and affect air supply.

17. When the unit is running, do not knock at or shock the unit body forcibly 
or it may lead to automatic shutdown, in this case, simply restart the unit.

18. This unit is suitable for temperature range 5°C ~ 43°C. In summer, the 
water in the tank may easily deteriorate and generate odor, please pay 
attention to regular change of water; if the indoor temperature is below 
zero in winter humidification, it is best to use warm water for humidification.

19. Do not place the unit directly below the power outlet.

20. Do not use the unit around the tub, sprinkler or swimming pool.

21. Product repair must be carried out in a designated Feller service center.

22. As covering the heater may cause fire, the machine must not be used 
with any digital programmer, timer and other devices.

1. Humidification principle

 The machine uses the pump to water the honeycomb filter element. The 
fan motor drives the fan wheel to blow out the wet air. The moisture absorbs 
the heat in the air, which achieves the effect of reduction of temperature.

2. Heating principle

PTC ceramic heating elements are used. External ambient air enters into 
the machine from the inlet and is heated by the heating element through 
heat exchange, and is discharged from the outlet to form warm air.
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PART III. FUNCTION INTRODUCTION

1. Digital Switch Mode

This Machine has the function of swithing the mode digally. No matter 
you are in hot summer or in cold winter, it both can bring you comfortable 
environment. This machine has advanced PTC heating element which has 
the function of auto protecting when the temperature it too high.

2. Increase the humidity

The temperature is low in winter. The water on the skin evaporates too 
fast, which makes the skin chaps. The machine has the function of 
humidification and can increase the humidity rapidly, which can avoid the 
skin chaps.

3. Make the air clear

This machine has the function of washing air, which can clean the irritant 
gas and release clear air. This device also can filter the smoke of cigarette 
and make you healthy.

4. Anion function

Anion technology is used, while regulating the temperature and releasing 
a large quantity of anions.

5. Powerful pump

The high power pump is used, which makes the water used more 
thoroughly and humidify more evenly.

6. Saving electricity, high-efficiency and Environmental protection

The world-wide advanced ice box technology is used. This ice box can 
store more power and release for longer and can be duty-cycle operation. 
The input power is 1/20 of normal air-conditioners . This machine is 
environmental protected appliance.

7. 90°wide air flow

90° wide-angle air supply, three-level (Low, Mideum, High) air speed 
selection.

8. Long distance remote controller

The remote controller can be used in 6 meters and 120° wide-angle

9. Operating beep prompt

It gives buzzing prompt to effective keying operation and remote control 
operation, easy to use.
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PART IV. STRUCTURAL DIAGRAM

PART V. PACKING LIST

10. Operating memory function

The operating condition will be recorded, until the machine is powered off.

NO Name QTY

1 Air Cooler 1

2 Remote Controller 1

3 Ice box 2

4 User Manual 1

5 Universal Wheel 4
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PART VI. TECHNICAL PARAMETER

PART VII. SCHEMATIC CIRCUIT DIAGRAM

Model EF 600

Rated Voltage 220-240V/50Hz

Cooling input 60W

Power 2100W

Rated Air Flow 260m³/h

Rated Evaporation Capacity 500ml/h

Net Weight 8.1Kg

Dimensions (mm) 320×270×744
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PART VIII. INSTALLATION AND USE

1. Unfold the package and take out the air cooler, put it on the ground.

2. Check out the spare part.

3. Install the universal wheel: 

take out the universal wheel and install it on the air cooler.

Attention: Use the universal wheel wrench to install the universal wheel 
to the bottom of the air cooler.

4. Watering: Pull out the water tank from the body about 1/3, and pour 
water into the water tank. If you want to pull out the water tank, please pull 
out 2 minutes after power-off.

Attention:

• Pay attention to the Water line when watering.
• When watering, the water must not be higher than the “MAX” water line. 
When humidifying, the water must not be lower than the “MIN” water line.
• If you want to increase the cooling effect, you can put the ice or ice box 
into the water tank. You should put it from the side with “ ” mark.

5. Check the power cord to find whether it is same with the rating label.

6. Turn the power switch to “ ”.

Connect the power cord, and then turn on the power button.

Attention: 
• Do not connect the power cord with a wet hand.
• When removing the machine, please pull out the power cord.
• When connect the power cord, please make it contacted well.

7. When it is dry winter, you can choose “warm wind” and “humidify” 
together. The machine can bring heat and humidity at the same time.
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PART IX . KEY CONTROL

1. "  "On/off switch: plug in, set the master switch to "  " state, have 
air cooler in standby mode, and press this key to open the air cooler; After 
3 seconds, it switches into low mode. If it is not the first time to run the 
machine, after 3 seconds, it will switch into the mode before it is turned off.

2. "  "Oscillation key: if this key is pressed, the air direction oscillates 
automatically on a horizontal basis, and meanwhile the air direction 
indicator illuminates; press this key again to cancel this function; by 
operating the horizontal blades manually, you can choose air direction up 
and down.

3. "  "Evaporator key: press this key; the machine will turn on the pilot 
work function. The machine will work 3 seconds and then stop 3 seconds. 
And then it will work for another 3 seconds, and then stop for 3 seconds. 
The third time, it will work normally.

4. "  "Heater key: press warm wind key; the machine will switch in the 
manner: low-high-off. After it turns off, the PTC will be cooled for 1 minute, 
and then resets.

5. "  "Speed key: the start cooling fan is in high-level running condition; 
if the key is pressed continuously, the air speed will switch in the following 
manner:

6. " "Timer key: when the air cooler is in working condition, press this key 
to enter into a timing condition, then set the timing period to 1 hour; the 
timing period may be 1-7 hours, and the time will increase by 1 hour each 
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time the key is pressed; if the timing period is 7 hours, the key is pressed 
again to cancel the timing function; the timing period will switch in the
following way:

7. “  “Ionizer: Press the button, the function of anion is turned on. Press 
the button, this function is turned off.

1. Open the remote controller rear cover and set a CR2032 battery; then 
the remoter controller can be used. It has the same button with the control 
board.

2. The effective distance for the remote controller is 6 meter.

The ice box can absorb the heat in the water, so that can lower the 
temperature of the water tank. It can make the air cooler flow a cooler air.

Using method:

1. Take out the ice box and put it into the refrigerator, till the ice box is 
totally frozen.

2. Put the frozen ice box into the water tank.



Part X. Maintenance and Clean

Part XI. Troubleshooting

1. Cleaning the honeycomb filter

Unplug the power cord, first remove the Hepa Filter, then remove the 
honeycomb filter bracket, and take the honeycomb filter out of the bracket. 
With a mild detergent and a soft brush, scrub the honeycomb filter, clean 
with clear water and dry, and then replace it to the unit.

2. Cleaning the water tank

Unplug the power cord, first remove the Hepa Filter and the honeycomb 
filter bracket, and then remove the water tank. With a towel dipped with 
little detergent, wipe away the scale in the water tank, clean with clear 
water, and then replace it to the unit.

3. Clean the cover

Clean the cover with a mild detergent and a soft cloth.

Note:

• Due to high voltage in the unit, be sure to unplug the
power cord before cleaning

• No part of the control panel shall contact water

Trouble Possible Reason Solution

No power 1. power cord is unconnected

2. honeycomb filter support is 

not installed correctly

3. The master switch is not 

turned on.

4. The power key is not pressed.

1. Connect the power cord

2. Install the honeycomb 

filter correctly.

3. Turn on the master switch

4. Press the power key.

No dust 

elimination

1. The honeycomb filter is 

blocked.

2. The air inlet is blocked

1. Pull down the honeycomb 

filter and clean it.

2. Remove the foreign matter

Water tank 

does not 

move

The pump supporter is 

loosened and it blocks the 

water tank.

Reset the pump supporter.
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DISPOSAL

Do not dispose of electrical appliances as unsorted 
municipal waste. Use separate collection facilities. Contact 
you local government for information regarding the 
collection systems available. If electrical appliances are 
disposed of in landfills or dumps, hazardous substances 
can leak into the ground water and get into the food chain, 
and damage your health and well-being.
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